Alphabet Song
(a.k.a. "Swingin' The Alphabet")

Words & Music:
The Three Stooges

Chords are in brackets so one does not confuse them with the letters of the alphabet song.

[C]
B-A, bay!
[C]
B-E, bee!
[G]
B-I, bickey-by, B-O, bo!
[C]
Bickey-by-be-bo
[F    G    C]
B-U, bickey-by-bo-boo!

C-A, Say!
C-E, See!
C-I, Sickey-Sye, C-O, So!
Sickey-Sye-See-So
C-U, Sickey-Sye-So-Sue!

D-A, Day!
D-E, Dee!
D-I, Dickey-Dye, D-O, Do!
Dickey-Dye-De-Do
D-U, Dickey-Dye-Do-Doo!

Continue in similar fashion through all the consonants of the alphabet!